FAMILY ART ACTIVITY – Creative Re-creations

The Nasher Museum of Art has approximately 6,000 works of art that are viewable online in our e-museum! From contemporary works created just last year to ancient artifacts from thousands of years ago, search and sort works of art online at this link - https://emuseum.nasher.duke.edu/

(NOTE FOR ADULTS: Not all works of art in the Nasher’s E-Museum may be appropriate for all audiences!)

For this week’s Family Art Activity we are diving deep into our collection looking for inspiration for works of art to re-create with objects we have at home!

Activity: Identify a work of art that you would like to re-create using objects, including people and pets, that you have at your home! Try to capture the colors, textures, movement, and lighting of the original work. Use a camera, smart phone, or tablet to take a photo and share it online!

Make sure to tag your images with #NasherChallenge and #NasherMuseum


Both recreations courtesy of Ruth Caccavale – Nasher Museum Gallery Guide